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   Introduction   

   I. The Contractualisation of Choice of Law  

 A manufacturer of model trains, whose business is located in Germany, orders 
screws from a multinational company incorporated in Canada. Due to a design 
fault, the screws damage the manufacturer ’ s machinery. He brings proceedings in 
negligence in a German court. These proceedings are governed by the law of Texas, 
based on a choice of law clause in the parties ’  contract that submits contractual 
and non-contractual claims to the law of Texas. The effect of this choice of law is 
that the court will not hold the supplier liable for the damage. 

 A New Zealand consumer places a large order for model trains through the 
manufacturer ’ s website. On delivery, he discovers that the trains do not work 
properly because they have been built with the Canadian company ’ s faulty screws. 
He wants his money back and brings proceedings for breach of contract in the 
New Zealand court. The manufacturer argues successfully that his terms and con-
ditions evidence an implied choice of German law, because they refer to German 
legislation. The New Zealand plaintiff cannot afford to plead and prove his claim 
pursuant to German law and discontinues the proceedings. 

 The manufacturer declares insolvency because he has no funds to repair his 
expensive machinery. This prompts the manufacturer ’ s wife to bring matrimonial 
property proceedings in Switzerland, where she lives separated from her husband. 
The manufacturer is a citizen of Germany, and the wife is a citizen of Kenya; but 
before the parties separated they lived together in Switzerland. The parties chose 
to submit their matrimonial property relationship to the law of Kenya, where they 
got married. As a result of this choice, the wife ’ s legal position is less favourable 
than it would be under Swiss (or German) law. 

 Each of these scenarios is an example of the rule of party autonomy — the power 
enjoyed by litigants to choose the law applicable to their cross-border legal rela-
tionship. By selecting the applicable law, parties are able to opt out of the objective 
choice of law rules of the forum — those choice of law rules that would apply in 
default of their choice — and submit their relationship to the chosen legal system. 
Typically, the parties ’  choice is subject only to overriding mandatory rules or the 
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 1      See, eg,    Arts 9 and 21, Reg (EC) 593/2008 on the law applicable to contractual obligations  [ 2008 ] 
 OJ L177/6    (Rome I).  

 2      See       B   Fauvarque-Cosson   ,  ‘  Comparative Law and Confl ict of Laws :  Allies or Enemies ?  New 
 Perspectives on an Old Couple  ’  ( 2001 )  49      American Journal of Comparative Law    407    ;       AT   von Mehren   , 
 ‘  The Contribution of Comparative Law to the Theory and Practice of Private International Law  ’  
( 1977 – 1978 )  26      American Journal of Comparative Law (Supplement)    31    .  

public policy of the forum. 1  Party autonomy is becoming more and more popular. 
It is fi rmly established in the area of contract, and has spread to other matters such 
as divorce, maintenance, matrimonial property and tort. 

 This book provides an account of the contractual nature of the party autonomy 
rule. It argues that the rise of party autonomy — the growing contractualisation 
of choice of law — has been unduly divorced from the principles and the law of 
 contract. Parties are given the power to opt out of choice of law rules by agreeing 
on the applicable law. But unlike conventional contracts, the choice of law agree-
ment sits in a regulatory twilight zone. It is a creature of the law of contract, placed 
in the service of the confl ict of laws, fulfi lling the unique contractual function of 
identifying the applicable law: it is a choice of law contract. Current approaches to 
regulating party autonomy are often out of tune with this unique contractual func-
tion. For example, a New Zealand court may infer that the German  manufacturer 
and the New Zealand consumer made a choice of German law even if, according 
to the law of contract, there was no implied choice of law agreement. 

 It is submitted that a better, more principled approach would be to confront the 
dual nature of the party autonomy rule head-on. The party autonomy rule oper-
ates through a choice of law contract. Thus, it requires an integrated approach to 
regulation that merges the laws and policies of choice of law and contract. This 
book adopts such an integrated approach. It uses the existing infrastructure of 
the confl ict of laws — in particular, the law governing the choice of law agreement, 
and contractual rules of the confl ict of laws, so-called modal choice of law rules, 
that regulate the choice of law agreement directly and specifi cally; and it uses these 
tools to give effect to the unique function of the choice of law contract. 

   A. Extent of the Contractualisation of Choice of Law  

 Because party autonomy is a global phenomenon, the work draws on sources 
from a range of jurisdictions, which may be split into four groups: common law 
 jurisdictions (England, Australia and New Zealand); civil law jurisdictions (France, 
Germany and Switzerland); the United States; and international instruments 
(European Regulations on choice of law and the work of the Hague Conference 
on Private International Law). The confl ict of laws has long relied on the compara-
tive method as a natural ally. 2  The purpose of choice of law rules is to respond 
to foreign elements in international private relationships and, where possible, to 
achieve uniform outcomes across borders. It is important, therefore, that the party 
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 3      Previous works on party autonomy have typically focused on party autonomy in contracts: see, 
eg,      P   Nygh   ,   Autonomy in International Contracts   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  1999 )  ;      J-M    Jacquet   , 
  Principe d ’ autonomie et contrats internationaux   (  Paris  ,  Economica ,  1983 )  ;      J   P ü ls   ,   Parteiautonomie   
 (  Berlin  ,  Duncker  &  Humblot ,  1995 )  .  

 4          Vita Food Products Inc v Unus Shipping Co Ltd   [ 1939 ]  AC 277 (PC) 290   .  
 5          Australian Law Reform Commission  ,   Choice of Law   ( Report 58 ,  1992 )   ch 8.  
 6         Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act   2003   (NZ), s 137(b )  .  
 7         Competition and Consumer Act   2010   (Aust), sch 2, s 67   .  
 8           L   Collins    (ed),   Dicey, Morris and Collins on the Confl ict of Laws    15th edn  (  London  ,  Sweet  &  

 Maxwell ,  2012 )   paras 28R-031 and 28-020; see     Re Egerton ’ s Will Trusts   [ 1956 ]  Ch 593   .  

autonomy rule is not developed in isolation from foreign norms and practices, or 
in a way that will increase the risk of inconsistent choice of law outcomes. 

 The international scope of this work goes hand in hand with the topical breadth 
of its inquiry. The central theme is the bilateral exercise of the power to choose 
the applicable law — that is, the choice of law agreement — whether it applies to 
contractual, non-contractual or family relationships. 3  Unilateral party autonomy 
(such as the power to choose the law applicable to one ’ s will) and forum selection 
agreements fall outside of the scope of the work, which is not to say that it would 
be wrong to draw parallels between these different areas of the confl ict of laws. 

   i. Common Law Jurisdictions  

 In England, Australia and New Zealand, courts have been giving effect to party 
autonomy when determining the proper law of an international contract. In  Vita 
Food Products Inc v Unus Shipping Co Ltd , Lord Wright held that the parties ’  inten-
tion to select the applicable law was enforceable  ‘ provided the intention expressed 
is bona fi de and legal, and provided there is no reason for avoiding the choice on the 
ground of public policy ’ . 4  While, in England, this rule has been largely  superseded 
by European instruments, the common law approach continues to be applicable 
in Australia and New Zealand. Despite recommendations by the  Australian Law 
Reform Commission on the reform of party autonomy in contract, 5  no attempts 
have been made to codify the rule in Australia. 

 In some areas, overriding mandatory rules have been enacted to exclude the 
party autonomy rule from certain contracts. The Credit Contracts and Consumer 
Finance Act 2003 (NZ), for example, provides that the Act applies to a credit 
 contract, guarantee, lease or buy-back transaction if it  ‘ would be governed by the 
law of New Zealand but for a choice of law provision ’ ; 6  and the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010 (Aust) provides that, if the proper law of a consumer contract 
for the supply of goods or services  ‘ would be the law of any part of Australia but 
for a term of the contract that provides otherwise ’ , then the consumer guarantees 
 provisions of the Australian Consumer Law apply despite that term. 7  

 Common law has also recognised the party autonomy rule in relation to 
 matrimonial property contracts and, it seems, in relation to the effect of  marriage 
on property more generally. 8  However, in England and Australia, matrimonial 
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 9      See ch 3, s II.B.iii for more detail.  
 10            FA   Mann   ,  ‘  The Proper Law in the Confl ict of Laws  ’  ( 1987 )  36      ICLQ    437, 448    .  
 11           U   Magnus    (ed),   Staudingers Kommentar zum B ü rgerlichen Gesetzbuch   :    Rom I-VO Art 3   (  Berlin  , 

 Sellier ,  2011 )   para 27,    citing RGZ 120, 70  ( 1928 )  ;    BGHZ 52, 239  ( 1969 )  ;    BGHZ 73, 391  ( 1979 )  .  
 12      Gesetz zur Neuregelung des Internationalen Privatrechts (IPRNG) (BGBl 1986 I 1142); 

 Einf ü hrungsgesetz zum B ü rgerlichen Gesetzbuch (EGBGB), Art 27.  
 13      Gesetz zum IPR f ü r au ß ervertragliche Schuldverh ä ltnisse und f ü r Sachen (BGBl 1999 I 1026); 

EGBGB, Art 42.  
 14      Magnus (n 11) para 36.  
 15            J   Foyer   ,  ‘  Le Contrat d ’ Electio Juris  à  la Lumi è re de la Convention de Rome du 19 Juin 1980  ’   

in    L ’ Internationalisation du Droit: M é langes en l ’ Honneur de Yvon Loussouarn   (  Paris  ,  Dalloz ,  1994 )  
169, 169    .  

matters that fall under the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 and the Family Law 
Act 1975, respectively, are now largely governed by the law of the forum. 9  In 
New Zealand, on the other hand, section 7A of the Property (Relationships) Act 1976 
provides that the Act applies in any case where the spouses or partners agree that it 
is to apply, and that it does not apply to any relationship property if the spouses or 
partners have agreed that the law of a country other than New Zealand is to apply. 

 None of these three jurisdictions has paid much attention to the legal nature 
of the parties ’  intention to choose the applicable law. This may be because, under 
the common law concept of the proper law, a contract becomes  ‘ embedded ’  in, or 
 ‘ naturalised ’  by, the agreed proper law: 10  it becomes one with the choice of law 
agreement.  

   ii. Civil Law Jurisdictions  

 As in England, much of the German and French law on choice of law is now 
 contained in European instruments. Although German courts had already been 
giving effect to party autonomy in relation to contracts for several decades, 11  the 
rule was not codifi ed until 1986, as part of a wider reform of private international 
law. 12  Articles 14 and 15 of the German Einf ü hrungsgesetz zum B ü rgerlichen 
 Gesetzbuch (EGBGB) also provide for the freedom to choose the law governing 
the general effects of marriage and matrimonial property, but the parties ’  choice is 
limited to a number of pre-selected connecting factors. In 1999, lawmakers intro-
duced limited party autonomy for non-contractual obligations, which allowed 
parties to choose the applicable law after the event giving rise to the dispute had 
occurred. 13  The parties ’  agreement on the applicable law is commonly referred to 
as a choice of law contract. 14  

 In France, on the other hand, scholars have been critical of the concept of a 
choice of law contract. One author even suggested that the choice of law con-
tract has been the victim of a  ‘ triple conspiracy ’ : 15  it was incompatible with  la 
th è se de l ’ incorporation , popular at the beginning of the twentieth century, which 
allowed parties simply to incorporate applicable laws into their contract by con-
verting them into contractual stipulations; with Batiffol ’ s theory of localisation, 
which provided that the parties ’  intentions were relevant only to the localisation 
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 16           H   Batiffol   ,   Les confl its de lois en mati è re de contrats   :    Etude de droit international priv é  compar é    
(  Paris  ,  Recueil Sirey ,  1938 )  41   , as cited by Foyer (n 15) 170.  

 17            P   Gothot   ,  ‘  La m é thode unilat é raliste face au droit international priv é  des contrats  ’  ( 1975 – 1977 )  
   Travaux du Comit é  Fran ç ais de Droit International Priv é     201    .  

 18      Batiffol (n 16) 46; see also      V   Heuz é    ,   La r é glementation fran ç aise des contrats internationaux   (  Paris  , 
 Joly  é ditions ,  1990 )   paras 275ff.  

 19      Cass civ,    5 December 1910 ,  Sirey 1911.1.129  (  American Trading Co v Quebec Steamship Co  )  .  
 20      Based initially on the spouses ’  presumed intention, as developed by C Dumoulin in his  Consulta-

tion aux  é poux de Ganay  in 1525: see      D   Bureau    and    H   Muir Watt   ,   Droit international priv é     2nd edn  
(  Paris  ,  Presses Universitaires de France ,  2010 )  vol 2 ,  202 – 05   .  

 21         Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Matrimonial Property Regimes  ( 1977 )  16 ILM 14    
(   opened for signature   14 March 1978   , entered into force 1 September 1992).  

 22         Bundesgesetz  ü ber das Internationale Privatrecht (IPRG ),  Art 116   .  
 23      See      H   Honsell    et al (eds),   Basler Kommentar    3rd edn  (  Basel  ,  Helbing Lichtenhahn ,  2013 )   Art 116, 

para 3.  
 24      See ibid, 994 – 95.  
 25      IPRG, Art 120.  
 26      IPRG, Art 121.  
 27      IPRG, Art 52.  
 28      IPRG, Art 104.  
 29      IPRG, Art 132.  
 30      See, eg,     Arnold v Potter    22 Iowa 194  ( 1867 )  .  

of the contract; 16  and with the  m é thode unilat é rale , which sought to identify the 
law to which the parties had voluntarily submitted. 17  More generally, the choice 
of law contract has been criticised as an artifi cial construct, a  faux probl è me . 18  
Nevertheless, French courts have long given effect to party autonomy both in 
the areas of contract 19  and matrimonial property. 20  In 1979, France ratifi ed the 
Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Matrimonial Property Regimes 
(Hague Convention 1978), which came into effect in 1992. 21  

 Switzerland has a strong tradition of party autonomy. Now codifi ed in the 
 Bundesgesetz  ü ber das Internationale Privatrecht (IPRG), 22  Swiss courts started 
giving effect to party choice in international contracts in the nineteenth  century; 23  
and they have developed a comparatively sophisticated understanding of the 
choice of law contract. 24  Consumer contracts are excluded from the rule; 25  but 
employment contracts are open to a choice of law (though the choice is limited 
to the law of the place of the employee ’ s habitual residence and the laws of the 
employer ’ s place of business, domicile or habitual residence). 26  The IPRG also 
provides for party autonomy in relation to matrimonial property (with a choice 
between the law of common domicile or the law of nationality of either spouse), 27  
movable property (with a choice between the law of the place of departure, the 
law of the place of destination, or the law of the underlying transaction), 28  and 
civil delicts (with the choice being limited to the law of the forum, after the event 
causing the damage occurred). 29   

   iii. United States  

 US courts have also given effect to the party autonomy rule since the nineteenth 
century; 30  yet the fi rst Restatement of Confl ict of Laws was critical of the rule 
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 31          American Law Institute  ,   Restatement of Confl ict of Laws   ( 1934 )  .  
 32          American Law Institute  ,   Restatement (Second) of Confl ict of Laws   ( 1971 )  ;     American Law Institute  , 

  Uniform Commercial Code   ( 2008 )  .  
 33      s 187(2)(a).  
 34      s 187(2)(b).  
 35      s 187, cmnt (g).  
 36           P   Hay   ,    P   Borchers    and    S   Symeonides   ,   Confl ict of Laws    5th edn  (  St Paul  ,  West Academic  Publishing , 

 2010 )  1088   .  
 37      See ibid, 1127 – 28.  
 38      s 1-301(c).  
 39      Symeon      C   Symeonides   ,   Codifying Choice of Law Around the World   (  New York  ,  Oxford University 

Press ,  2014 )  101   ; Hay, Borchers and Symeonides (n 36) 1141 – 46.  
 40       Restatement (Second)  (n 32) Art 258 and see Hay, Borchers and Symeonides, ibid 684.  

and did not adopt it. 31  It now fi nds expression principally in section 187(2) of 
the Restatement (Second) of Confl ict of Laws and section 1-301 of the Uniform 
 Commercial Code (UCC). 32  Both these provisions deal with choice of law for 
contracts. 

 Section 187(2) confers party autonomy subject to two conditions. First, the 
chosen state must have a  ‘ substantial relationship ’  to the parties or the transaction, 
or there must be another  ‘ reasonable basis ’  for the choice. 33  Second, application of 
the chosen law cannot be  ‘ contrary to a fundamental policy ’  of the  lex causae  that 
would otherwise be applicable, provided the state of the  lex causae  has a  ‘ materi-
ally greater interest than the chosen state in the determination of the particular 
issue ’ . 34  This safeguard is wider than the traditional public policy (or ordre public) 
exception. 35  Section 187 is used in almost all US states. 36  It has even been applied 
to surrogacy contracts. 37  

 The UCC has allowed party autonomy since 1952. Section 1-301(a) provides 
that parties may select a law that bears a  ‘ reasonable relation ’  to the transaction, 
but it is subject to a number of exceptions for specifi ed transactions. 38  The section 
applies to contracts that fall within the scope of the UCC. The American Law Insti-
tute introduced signifi cant changes to the rule in 2001. In particular, it abolished 
the  ‘ reasonable relation ’  requirement and placed restrictions on party autonomy 
in consumer contracts. But when states refused to adopt the 2001 version of the 
rule, the American Law Institute re-introduced the old approach in section 1-301. 

 The Restatement (Second) does not address the question of party autonomy 
in relation to non-contractual obligations. However, in a  ‘ sizeable number ’  of 
cases US courts have held that the parties intended to encompass tort claims in 
their choice of law agreements, treating the question  ‘ as a matter of contractual 
 intent  (rather than contractual  power ) ’ . 39  The Restatement also seems to provide 
for party autonomy in relation to matrimonial property (or at least matrimonial 
property contracts). 40   

   iv. International Instruments  

 On the international plane, the party autonomy rule has received particularly 
strong support in the European Union ’ s regulations on choice of law and in the 
instruments of the Hague Conference on Private International Law. 
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 41      See Recital 1 of, eg, Rome I (n 1).  
 42      Rome I (n 1).  
 43         Convention 80/934/ECC on the law applicable to contractual obligations  [ 1980 ]  OJ L266/1    

(opened for signature 19 June 1980, entered into force 1 April 1991) (Rome Convention).  
 44      Rome I, Arts 6(2) and 8(1).  
 45         Reg (EC) 864/2007 on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations  [ 2007 ]  OJ L199/40    

(Rome II).  
 46         Reg (EU) 1259/2010 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of the law applicable to 

divorce and legal separation  [ 2010 ]  OJ L343/10    (Rome III).  
 47      ibid, Recital 6.  
 48         Reg (EC) 4/2009 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement of decisions and 

cooperation in matters relating to maintenance obligations  [ 2009 ]  OJ L7/1    (Maintenance Reg).  

   a. European Union  

 In the European Union, large areas of choice of law have been unifi ed (or 
 ‘ communitarised ’ ) in the name of removing obstacles to  ‘ the proper functioning 
of the internal market ’  and creating an  ‘ area of freedom, security and justice ’ . 41  
There are currently four European regulations on choice of law that give effect to 
(bilateral) party autonomy. 

 Regulation (EC) 593/2008 on the law applicable to contractual obligations 
(Rome I) applies to  ‘ contractual obligations in civil and commercial matters ’  
and provides, in Article 3, that a contract shall be governed by the law chosen 
by the  parties. 42  Rome I replaced the Rome Convention on the law applicable to 
contractual obligations (Rome Convention), 43  which entered into force in 1991. 
Consumer and employment contracts are not excluded from Article 3, but cer-
tain consumer and employment contracts are subject to the  ‘ principle of the more 
favourable law ’ , which disapplies rules of the chosen law if these deprive the weaker 
party  ‘ of the protection afforded to him by provisions that cannot be derogated 
from by agreement ’  under the objective law. 44  

 Regulation (EC) 864/2007 on the law applicable to non-contractual  obligations 
(Rome II) applies to  ‘ non-contractual obligations in civil and commercial 
 matters ’ , 45  including tort or delict, unjust enrichment,  negotiorum gestio  and 
 culpa in contrahendo . Article 14 provides that parties may agree to submit non- 
contractual obligations to the law of their choice once the event giving rise to the 
damage has occurred, unless all the parties are pursuing a commercial activity. In 
that  latter case, the parties may choose the applicable law  ‘ by an agreement freely 
negotiated before the event giving rise to the damage occurred ’ . 

 Article 5 of Regulation (EU) 1259/2010 implementing enhanced coopera-
tion in the area of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation (Rome III) 
 provides that spouses may agree to designate the law applicable to divorce and 
legal  separation, provided that it accords with one of a number of pre-selected 
connecting factors. 46  The Regulation applies to Germany and France, but not the 
United Kingdom. 47  

 Regulation (EC) 4/2009 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforce-
ment of decisions and cooperation in matters relating to maintenance  obligations 
(Maintenance Regulation) provides, 48  in Article 15, that the law applicable 
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 49      Hague Protocol on the Law Applicable to Maintenance Obligations (opened for signature 
23 November 2007, entered into force 1 August 2013) (Hague Maintenance Protocol).    The European 
Community declared the Protocol to be provisionally applicable from   18 June 2011   pursuant to Art 24    
of the Protocol: see    Council Decision 2009/941/EC on the conclusion by the European Community of 
the Hague Protocol of   23 November 2007    on the    Law Applicable to Maintenance Obligations  [ 2009 ] 
 OJ L331/17   .  

 50         Proposal for a Council Reg on jurisdiction, applicable law and the recognition and enforcement 
of decisions in matters of matrimonial property regimes  ( COM 2011, 126 ,  16 March 2011   ) (Proposal 
for a Reg on Matrimonial Property).  

 51         Proposal for a Council Reg on jurisdiction, applicable law and the recognition and enforce-
ment of decisions regarding the property consequences of registered partnerships  ( COM 2011, 127 ,  
16 March 2011   ).  

 52         The compromise text is annexed to Council of the European Union,  ‘ Proposal for a Council 
Regulation on jurisdiction, applicable law and the recognition and enforcement of decisions regarding 
the property consequences of registered partnerships — Political agreement ’  (Note ,  14652/15, Brussels , 
 26 November 2015   ).  

 53         Council of the European Union, Justice and Home Affairs ,  Meeting No 3433 ,  2/4 December 2015   .  
 54         Reg (EU) No 650/2012 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement of decisions 

and acceptance and enforcement of authentic instruments in matters of succession and on the creation 
of a European Certifi cate of Succession  [ 2012 ]  OJ L201/107, Art 25(3)   . cp Art 11, Hague Convention 
on the Law Applicable to Succession to the Estates of Deceased Persons (opened for signature 1 August 
1989, not yet in force).  

 55      Arts 25(3) and 22.  

to maintenance obligations shall be determined in accordance with the Hague 
 Protocol on the Law Applicable to Maintenance Obligations (Hague Maintenance 
Protocol) in the Member States that are bound by the Protocol. 49  The Protocol 
has been ratifi ed by the European Union, but the United Kingdom is not bound 
by the ratifi cation. Article 7 of the Protocol provides for party choice of the law 
of the forum  ‘ for the purpose of a particular proceeding ’ , and Article 8 provides 
for a choice of law in accordance with one of a number of pre-selected connecting 
factors. 

 Article 16 of the Proposal for a Council Regulation on jurisdiction, applicable 
law and the recognition and enforcement of decisions in matters of matrimo-
nial property regimes (Proposal for a Regulation on matrimonial property) allows 
spouses to choose the law applicable to their matrimonial property, provided that 
the choice accords with one of a number of pre-selected connecting factors. 50  
Conversely, parties to registered partnerships did not receive the power to select 
the applicable law in the parallel Proposal for a Council Regulation on jurisdic-
tion, applicable law and the recognition and enforcement of decisions regarding 
the property consequences of registered partnerships; 51  but the new compromise 
text of the Proposal provides for party choice in accordance with pre-selected 
 connecting factors in Article 15-03. 52  The Council of the European Union has 
been unable to reach a unanimous political agreement on the Proposals. 53  

 Finally, Regulation (EU) No 650/2012 on jurisdiction, applicable law, recogni-
tion and enforcement of decisions and acceptance and enforcement of authentic 
instruments in matters of succession (Succession Regulation) provides for party 
autonomy in relation to succession agreements. 54  Parties may choose the law(s) 
of nationality of the person  ‘ whose estate is involved ’ ; 55  and the choice applies 
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 56      See text at n 49.  
 57          Hague Conference on Private International Law  ,   Principles on Choice of Law in International 

Commercial Contracts  (approved on   19 March 2015   ).  
 58      Hague Convention on the Law Applicable to Matrimonial Property Regimes (n 21).  
 59      Art 1(1).  
 60      Arts 3 and 6.  

to the admissibility, substantive validity and  ‘ binding effects ’  of the succession 
agreement.  

   b. Hague Conference on Private International Law  

 The principal instruments by the Hague Conference on Private International 
Law to grant party autonomy in choice of law are the Hague Maintenance 
 Protocol, which has already been referred to, 56  the Principles on Choice of Law 
in  International Commercial Contracts (Hague Principles) 57  and the Hague 
 Convention 1978. 58  

 The Hague Principles, which are intended to serve as a model for national, 
regional, supranational or international instruments, affi rm the party autonomy 
rule for international contracts  ‘ where each party is acting in the exercise of its 
trade or profession ’ . 59  They are a non-binding instrument. Their primary purpose 
is to promote the party autonomy rule in international commercial contracts, and 
they do not provide for choice of law rules in the absence of choice. 

 The Hague Convention 1978, which entered into force in 1992, provides that 
matrimonial property is governed by the internal law designated by the spouses. 60  
However, the parties ’  choice is limited to a number of pre-selected connecting 
factors. Of the jurisdictions discussed in this book, France is the only state to have 
entered into this Convention.    

   B. Contractualisation — But Divorced from the Law of Contract  

 Because it is based on an agreement to choose the applicable law, the party 
 autonomy rule has had the effect of  ‘ contractualising ’  choice of law rules in those 
areas where it is applicable. The applicable law is no longer derived from objective 
 factors but selected by the parties by consent. The problem is that this contrac-
tualisation of choice of law has been unduly divorced from the principles and 
the law of contract. Although the choice of law agreement sits at the junction of 
the law of contract and choice of law, the two areas of law do not always work in 
harmony. 

   i. Closed Approach to Party Autonomy and its Consequences  

 A fundamental manifestation of this problem is the failure, in legal scholarship and 
practice, to engage with the contractual nature of the parties ’  agreement on choice 
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of law. This is particularly true of common law jurisdictions. While the choice of 
law agreement has been variously characterised as a  ‘ factual ’   agreement, 61  a  ‘ true 
contract ’ , 62  a bargain, 63  a promise, 64  and a  ‘ declaratory ’  act, 65  little effort has been 
made to justify these labels on a principled basis, or to  evaluate the implications 
that would arise from these respective characterisations for the operation of the 
party autonomy rule. Rather, discussion of the choice of law agreement is typically 
framed by a narrow focus on its scope and effect as a connecting factor. 66  

 This normatively closed approach to party autonomy has had a number of con-
sequences. The fi rst is that there has been no principled approach to the granting 
of party autonomy — that is, the question whether party autonomy ought to be 
available in relation to a particular claim or issue (for example, should parties like 
the German manufacturer and the Canadian company be free to choose the law 
applicable to their non-contractual obligations ? ). It is often assumed that party 
autonomy ought to be linked to the degree of freedom that the parties enjoy at 
a substantive level in the ordering of their relations. But there is no basis for this 
view in the law of contract. In fact, it seems to misunderstand the contractual 
effect of the party autonomy rule. The effect of the party autonomy rule is  not  to 
contract out of the  lex causae  (ie tort law), but to contract out of the choice of law 
rules that would otherwise be applicable. 

 The second consequence of the closed approach to party autonomy is that 
courts rarely consider whether there is a proper agreement on the applicable law, 
based on the governing law of contract, before applying the chosen law. 67  Courts 
either fail to apply the governing rules of contract law, or they apply these rules in a 
manner that misconstrues the function of the choice of law agreement. For exam-
ple, courts often give effect to the choice of law agreement on a putative basis —
 they apply the  ‘ chosen law ’  to determine the existence of a contract even if the 
grounds of challenge logically extend to the agreement on the applicable law. The 
German manufacturer may argue that he is not bound by the Canadian company ’ s 
terms and conditions, including the choice of Texas law, because they were not 
incorporated into the sales contract; and the court, if it relies on putative reason-
ing, would apply the law of Texas to determine whether the terms and conditions 
formed part of the contract, without determining fi rst whether the clause came 
into existence as a matter of contract. 
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 Where courts give effect to the choice of law agreement on a putative basis, 
the agreement becomes virtually irrelevant. 68  This lack of interest in the  existence 
and validity of the choice of law agreement is matched by an equal appetite for 
pragmatism in legal scholarship, which recently culminated in renewed support 
for a  ‘ factual ’  approach to party autonomy. 69  Thus, while choice of law agree-
ments have been described as an  ‘ elaborate exercise of personal autonomy ’  that 
promote the increasing  ‘ contractualization of the confl ict of laws ’ , 70  they have also 
been described as constituting mere  ‘ data ’  for the purposes of the party autonomy 
rule. 71  

 Thirdly, there has been limited engagement with the role of modal choice of 
law — as opposed to the law of contract — in regulating the existence and validity of 
choice of law agreements. Modal choice of law rules are rules of the confl ict of laws 
that, instead of identifying the applicable law, regulate elements of choice of law 
rules. They may defi ne the meaning of a choice of law element, or they may place 
conditions on its operation. That modal choice of law rules do play a role in the 
regulation of choice of law agreements is free from doubt. For example, the rule 
that a choice of law agreement need not be express in order to be valid is a modal 
choice of law rule. However, it seems that lawmakers do not fully appreciate the 
contractual function of such modal choice of law rules, or their interrelationship 
with the law of contract. 

 One way in which this lack of engagement manifests itself is that modal choice 
of law often appears to be lagging behind modern policies of contract law. For 
example, there is currently no modal choice of law rule in New Zealand that would 
require choice of law agreements in consumer contracts to be express and in writ-
ing, or to be written in a way that is accessible to consumers. A New Zealand court 
would uphold a German choice of law clause in the German manufacturer ’ s terms 
and conditions in the same way that it would uphold a choice of law clause in a 
commercial contract between professionals.  

   ii. Freedom of Contract at all Costs ?   

 It is diffi cult to avoid the impression that the party autonomy rule has been devel-
oped in accordance with a  ‘ contractarian ’  approach — a  ‘ single-minded pursuit of 
individualism ’  72  that leaves little scope for a normative assessment of the choice 
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of law agreement. One author has thus noted that  ‘ it is often forgotten amidst the 
euphoria generated by eloquent rhetoric about individual and contractual free-
dom, and other majestic generalities ’  that  ‘ party autonomy presupposes the  free 
will of both parties freely expressed  ’ . 73  This seems to have several (over- lapping) 
causes: mischaracterisation of the functions of the choice of law agreement; 
a  historic (and out-dated) attachment to laissez-faire policies, which no doubt 
shaped the rise of the party autonomy rule in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
century; and confl ation of objective choice of law rules, and choice of law rules 
based on presumed intent, with party autonomy, resulting from a failure to treat 
the choice of law agreement as  ‘ institutive ’  of the parties ’  choice of applicable law. 74  

 The problem with such a contractarian approach to the contractualisation of 
relationships is that it takes an unduly one-sided (or even fi ctional) view of the law 
of contract. 75  A contract is both a tool and a subject of regulation.  Championing 
freedom of contract, or free choice, without also considering the attendant 
 normative questions that must defi ne the purpose, the meaning and the limits 
of that freedom ignores the regulatory role of the law of contract. Choice of law 
agreements ought not to replace, but ought to serve the aims and policies of choice 
of law, in a way that satisfi es the normative standards considered necessary for 
such agreements. This requires a shift in focus, from party autonomy as an almost 
self-validating rule, to party autonomy as a power-conferring rule that fuses the 
law of choice of law and contract.    

   II. A New Perspective: The Choice of Law Contract  

 This book analyses the party autonomy rule within a contractual framework. It 
argues that the party autonomy rule does, in fact, rest on a contract to choose 
the applicable law — albeit a peculiar contract (see chapter two). The primary 
 function of the choice of law agreement is to bind the parties to a choice of appli-
cable law and to dispense with the applicable objective choice of law rule. This 
 characterisation of party autonomy has implications for the way in which it ought 
to be regulated: because the party autonomy rule is based on a contract, it ought to 
be shaped by a framework that fuses principles of choice of law and contract. This 
proposed framework builds on existing choice of law processes, which include the 
application of the law governing the choice of law agreement, and the application 
of modal choice of law rules. But it uses these processes in a manner that refl ects 
the unique nature of the choice of law contract (see section A below), giving effect 
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to the idea that the choice of law contract — just like any other contract — ought to 
be subject to adequate regulation (see section B below). 

 The framework covers three fundamental questions. First, when should parties 
be granted the freedom to choose the applicable law (see chapter three) ?  Second, 
what is the interrelationship between the choice of law contract and any substan-
tive contract that it purports to govern (see chapter four) ?  Third, what sources 
should determine the existence and validity of choice of law contracts, and what is 
the role of modal choice of law (see chapter fi ve) ?  The answers to these questions, 
which are often surprising, provide a set of principles to evaluate — and, where 
necessary, reform — existing rules on the existence and validity of choice of law 
contracts (see chapters six to eight). 

   A. Understanding the Choice of Law Contract  

 The choice of law contract is not an ordinary contract. Rather than binding 
 parties to a future course of conduct, its effect is limited to the operation of the 
forum ’ s choice of law rules. As will be explained in chapter two, the characterisa-
tion of the choice of law agreement as a contract does not necessarily conform 
with  conventional defi nitions of contract but follows logically if the purpose of 
the party autonomy rule is to be upheld: the party autonomy rule is triggered 
where the parties had a mutual intention as to the applicable law, but only a legally 
 binding agreement — or contract — is able to give direct effect to a mutual  intention 
to choose the applicable law. 

 It follows that the choice of law contract is not only a connecting factor, because 
it designates the law applicable pursuant to the party autonomy rule, but also an 
object of connection, because it is itself an international contract whose  existence 
and validity must be determined (see subsection i below). It is independent from 
any underlying relationship to which the chosen law is applied, because the sole 
function of the choice of law contract is to opt out of the applicable objective 
choice of law rule and select the law governing the underlying relationship (see 
subsection ii below). As an independent contract, the choice of law contract must 
have its own applicable law (see subsection iii below); but in addition, it must be 
regulated by rules that are specifi c to the choice of law contract — by  ‘ modal choice 
of law rules ’  (see subsection iv below). 

   i. An International Contract  …   

 The party autonomy rule forms part of the forum ’ s choice of law rules. The choice 
of law contract, unlike a substantive contract governed by foreign law, is given 
effect pursuant to a choice of law rule of the forum. It is the law of choice of law that 
is responsible for its enforcement. Nevertheless, the choice of law  contract clearly 
has an international element. Like all choice of law rules, the party  autonomy rule 
is charged with the regulation of cross-border relationships. The choice of law 
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 contract is an international contract. Consequently, the question arises which 
rules should apply to determine its existence and validity.  

   ii.  …  that is Independent of the Parties ’  Underlying Relationship  …   

 Because the determination of the parties ’  choice is a logically anterior step to 
the application of the chosen law to the dispute, the choice of law contract must 
 operate as an independent contract. 76  It sits apart from the relationship that the 
chosen law is intended to govern, as a contract whose sole function is to deselect the 
applicable choice of law rule and to allocate a new applicable law in  substitution. 
This is not generally appreciated, which has consequences for the determination 
of choice of law contracts. 

 The conclusion that choice of law agreements are contractually independent 
necessarily requires that the choice of law contract not be given effect — that is, 
that the chosen law not be applied to the underlying relationship — before the 
existence and validity of the choice of law contract have been established. In other 
words, the independence of the choice of law contract requires the rejection of 
putative reasoning: the chosen law cannot be applied on the assumption that the 
choice of law contract is valid. This means that there is no necessary synchroni-
sation between the existence and validity of the choice of law contract and the 
existence and validity of any underlying contract. Even where the choice of law 
contract is physically included in the underlying contract, it is a legally separate 
agreement.  

   iii.  …  and whose Existence and Validity is Determined by the Law 
Applicable to the Choice of Law Contract  …   

 The choice of law contract requires its own applicable law. In most jurisdictions, 
the choice of law contract is submitted to the putative chosen law — the law that 
was allegedly chosen. 77  The reason why the putative chosen law is applicable is 
not that the parties intended the law to be applicable, because the parties ’  agree-
ment on the applicable law is precisely what is in dispute. It is that, due to its 
subject-matter, there is no other law that could more appropriately be applied 
to the choice of law contract. The effect of the putative chosen law is to ensure 
that the choice of law contract is enforced only if it is valid under its own chosen 
law. So while application of the putative chosen law to the underlying relation-
ship, under the guise of the party autonomy rule, must be rejected, there is no 
reason in principle why the putative chosen law ought not to be applicable to the 
choice of law contract. More specifi cally, it is the law of contract of the putative 
chosen law that is needed to establish the existence and validity of the choice of 
law contract. 
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 Because choice of law contracts are independent agreements, they should not 
be treated as if they were implied terms of other contracts; and they should not 
be inferred on the basis of putative jurisdiction or arbitration agreements. Courts 
often infer choice of law clauses as if they were implied terms, failing to appreci-
ate that choice of law agreements are contractually independent contracts and 
that the gap-fi lling rationale that informs the law on implied terms does not, 
therefore, apply to choice of law agreements. For example, a New Zealand court 
might well impute to the German manufacturer and the New Zealand consumer 
an implied intention to select the law of Germany, on the basis of the references 
to German legislation in the manufacturer ’ s terms and conditions, even though a 
joint imputed intention would not be enough to found a contract. 

 Choice of law contracts also should not, like ordinary contracts, be submit-
ted to rules of contract that are concerned with the content of parties ’  rights and 
 obligations. For example, the New Zealand consumer might rely on the German law 
of contract to argue that the choice of law agreement is  ‘ unfair ’  or   ‘ unreasonable ’  in 
substance. But such contractual rules control the parties ’  rights and obligations —
 the fairness of the parties ’  bargain. They can have no application to choice of law 
agreements, which fail to give rise to  inter partes  rights or obligations. Choice of 
law contracts are concerned exclusively with the determination of the applicable 
law. More generally, the particular nature of the choice of law contract means that 
the law of contract is not always an effective or suffi cient source of regulation; and 
that it is also necessary, therefore, to rely on contractual rules that are specifi c to 
the choice of law contract.  

   iv.  …  as well as by Modal Choice of Law Rules  

 These rules are described as modal choice of law rules, because they prescribe 
 how  a particular choice of law rule is to be applied. 78  Not all rules that form part 
of the system of choice of law are choice of law rules — that is, rules that, like 
the party autonomy rule, identify the applicable law by reference to a particular 
 connecting factor and produce a choice-of-law effect. In determining what is the 
law that is designated by a particular connecting factor, it may also be necessary 
to rely on additional rules that defi ne the meaning of the connecting factor. Thus, 
rules that defi ne the meaning of, for example,  ‘ domicile ’  79  or  ‘ habitual residence ’  80  
or   ‘ characteristic performance of the contract ’  81  do not directly result in the 
 application of a particular law but simply regulate the way in which choice of law 
rules based on domicile, habitual residence or the place of characteristic perfor-
mance are to be applied. These rules may be judge-made or created by legislation. 
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 Modal choice of law rules are particularly relevant to the operation of the 
party autonomy rule, because here they function as contractual rules. They are 
needed to regulate any matters that are specifi c to the choice of law contract — for 
 example, whether the choice of law contract needs to be in writing; or whether 
spouses, when choosing the law governing their matrimonial property relation-
ship, are required to obtain legal advice. The drafting of modal choice of law rules 
requires careful consideration of their interrelationship with the law of contract, 
confl icts policies and the international context within which they operate (see 
chapter fi ve).   

   B. Regulating Freedom of Contract  

 The party autonomy rule operates through a choice of law contract; and contracts 
require regulation. It is not suffi cient to grant freedom of contract without a body 
of rules and principles to defi ne the meaning and the limits of that freedom. The 
choice of law contract should be no exception to this. To achieve normative con-
sistency between the law of contract and choice of law, the party autonomy rule 
should be regulated in a way that refl ects the modern law of contract. This goes 
beyond submission of the choice of law agreement to the general law of contract. 
We should also rely on principles of contract to shape the scope of party auton-
omy, and to shape the content of modal choice of law for party autonomy. What 
is needed, in other words, is a fusion of the law of contract and choice of law to 
regulate the freedom to choose the applicable law. 

   i. The Law of Contract as a Tool of Regulation  

 There is no unitary theory of contract that runs through the modern law of 
 contract — whether within the jurisdictions that are examined here, or across their 
legal systems. 82  Nevertheless, the position may, very generally, be stated as fol-
lows: the law of contract defi nes the meaning of contract and facilitates the process 
of contracting; and while freedom of contract remains the starting point for the 
regulation of private relationships, the law of contract delimits freedom of con-
tract by public policies aimed at the protection of the parties, of third parties, or 
of society and the legal order as a whole. 83  There has been a move away from the 
classic theory of contract, which viewed the role of the law of contract as largely 
facilitative and treated the parties as  ‘ sovereign ’ , 84  towards a  ‘ materialisation ’  of 
the law of contract, which recognises that contracting parties do not always make 
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free, rational and informed decisions; and that their decisions sometimes give rise 
to externalities. 85  The modern law of contract, whose sources range beyond the 
general law of contract, is a system of competing values.  

   ii. Regulating the Freedom to Choose the Applicable Law  

 Party autonomy must be shaped by these competing values. Choice of law 
agreements, just like other contracts, should depend on external standards of 
 contracting; and the confl ict of laws should lend its power of enforcement to only 
those agreements that do not undermine personal autonomy or harm the public 
good. There are three principal steps that must be taken to achieve this. 

 First, the availability of party autonomy ought to depend on the policies of 
choice of law, in the same manner that freedom of contract more generally 
depends on the area of law that is the subject of the contract. In particular, it is 
the role of objective choice of law that must be evaluated, because the function of 
the party autonomy rule is to contract out of the applicable objective choice of 
law rule. The question that ought to be asked is this: should the parties be free, by 
entering into a choice of law agreement, to contract out of the choice of law rule 
that would otherwise be applicable ?  Should the German manufacturer and the 
Canadian company be free to displace the objective choice of law rule on product 
liability, or does the rule serve a  ‘ mandatory ’  purpose ?  Should the Kenyan wife and 
the German manufacturer be free to displace the law of their common habitual 
residence ?  

 Second, choice of law contracts ought to be submitted to the general law of 
contract, in a manner that recognises their peculiar function; and choice of law 
contracts will not properly benefi t from the law of contract unless courts recognise 
their independent nature. 

 Third, modal choice of law ought to provide contractual rules specifi c to the 
choice of law contract where the general law of contract is not a suffi cient or 
appropriate source of regulation. By way of analogy, modal choice of law rules 
are to choice of law contracts what consumer, employment and family law are 
to matrimonial property, employment and consumer contracts. It is necessary to 
do for choice of law contracts what has already been done for those contracts: to 
supplement the general law of contract with a specialist regime applicable only 
to the choice of law contract. For example, New Zealand modal choice of law 
could require that choice of law agreements in consumer contracts be expressed 
clearly and in writing, to refl ect a more general concern of the law of contract 
with consumer protection. The fl ipside of this argument is that modal choice 
of law should not  replace  the law of contract without substituting adequate 
regulation.  
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   iii. Fusing the Law of Contract and Choice of Law  

 The proposed framework differs from scholarship on the party autonomy rule 
that has sought to adopt a more ideological methodology for its evaluation, based, 
for example, on economic theory, or on political liberalism. It has been argued that 
party autonomy can be justifi ed on grounds of effi ciency and general economic 
analysis; 86  or that it is an expression of the forum ’ s more limited state power over 
private cross-border disputes; 87  or that it is simply a human right. 88  The proposed 
framework, on the other hand, seeks to ground the party autonomy rule in the 
law of contract. While effi ciency, political liberalism and human rights may all 
form part of the ideological make-up of the law of contract (or, for that matter, 
of choice of law), they offer only a narrow snapshot of the kinds of regulatory 
 questions that, from a properly contractual perspective, ought to be raised about 
the party autonomy rule.    
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